The World in the Head
Die Welt ist im Kopf

review
This wonderfully sensitive and lively novel centres on the philosopher
Arthur Schopenhauer’s first journey to Italy in 1819 at the age of thirty
one, having just completed his magnum opus The World as Will and
Representation. Both respectful and playful at the same time,
Poschenrieder makes the most of the exhilarating detail of the
celebrated thinker’s life.
by Christoph Poschenrieder
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does not use his letter of introduction, written by Goethe himself;
instead, when he sees Byron riding past, he is overcome with
jealousy over Teresa’s excitement at seeing the poet. His envy wins
out and he does not take advantage of the letter. The young
Schopenhauer loves life and women, hates bigotry and inhales life as
only a philosopher of his kind is able to, all of which is reflected in the
way that Poschenrieder approaches his topic with a sense of humour,
making for an amusing and at the same time informative book.
The author’s admiration for the philosopher shines through on every
page, and the novel will be unrivalled in opening the fascinating world
of Schopenhauer’s thought to a general audience, just as Daniel
Kehlmann did for Humboldt in Measuring the World.

press quotes

‘With an intuitive sense of the past, Christoph
Poschenrieder succeeds not only in portraying
Schopenhauer in love but also depicts a lively
panorama of an era torn between Restoration and the
desire for freedom.’– Magazin in münchen
‘Christoph Poschenrieder’s debut negotiates the
delicate line between historical fact and literary fiction,
and does so in convincing and gripping prose. His
debut is an inspiring journey through philosophy and
art.’– Ostthüringer Zeitung
‘The World in the Head truly is a passionate debut.
Christoph Poschenrieder not only shows a remarkable
feel for language but also a sense for irony and joy in
his story-telling.’– buchjournal
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